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Cost of living may affect
room and board...again
by Tammy Eves
Staff writer
The cost of room and board will probably
be up again next semester according to
Residential Life Director H. Ross Moriarty.
Moriarty said Residential Life is in the
process of re-figuring its budgets in view of
the energy crunch.
The re-figuring will most likely result in
a request for a room and board hike
effective in January. Any request will be
before the Board of Trustees for approval.
Room and board prices already wereincreased by $150 at the beginning of the
fall semester, bringing the fee per student
to $1855 per year.
Moriarty could not estimate how much
students' bills will go up. if there is an
increase, but figures will probably be
available Tuesday.
"Our heat bill is up $79,000," he said.
' You can divide that by 5,000 kids and get
about $18 (per student) for the second
semester."
But he added there are other factors to
be considered in figuring the new budgets.
The cost of electricity for instance may
cause the bills to be higher.
But unexpected revenues may help
balance the increase. Moriarty said.
"We didn't anticipate the (large)
number of commuter students buying meal
tickets," he said. That money, along with
the purchase of meal tickets by students in
York Village Apartments, has provided
Residential Life with unexpected dollars.
"That's a lot more revenue," Moriarty
said.
Moriarty said Residential Life complex
coordinators have just turned in new
budgets which take into account the high
cost of energy and the assistant director of
Residential Life is "putting them in the
computer."
Student opinions heard
by Susan Leonard
Staff writer
Student leaders from five of seven U of
M campuses discussed their concerns with
members of the board of trustees and the
chancellor's staff at BCC this past
weekend.
In a brief welcoming speech, UMO's
Acting President Kenneth W. Allen told
the University of Maine Organization of
Student Governments (UMOSG) that he
"strongly believes" that student, faculty,
and classified employees governments
"are a most important part of the success
story of the multi-campus system."
Francis Brown, chairman of the board of
trustees, praised the university system,
which he said benefits from an indepen-
dent board of trustees, not linked to
particular geographic locations in the state.
Brown said the "board has a very
serious role in balancing what the state
legislature sees and thinks about the
university" so that it will be receptive
when budgeting time comes.
Students met with members of a newly
formed Student Life Committee. Robert
Binswanger, vice-chancellor for academic
affairs, said the committee was formed
!see UMOSG page 21
Retired Army Gen. W estmore-
land will be speaking Tuesday on the '60's
and the Vietnam War.
War to be
lecture topic
by Glen Chase
Staff writer
The draft, Vietnam, and the SALT
II treaty will be topics addressed by
retired Army Gen. William C.
Westmoreland as he speaks on "The
Soviet threat to our political demo-
cracy" Tuesday night in Hauck
Auditorium.
"There is interest in him because
today's students don't fully under-
stand the sixties," said Distin-
guished Lecture Series Chairman
Barbara Beem. Students were so
much more radical then and now
people want to find out why. she
added.
Westmoreland is sometimes con-
sidered one of modern history's most
controversial military figures due to
his actions and views while in the
army.
He advocated increased US in-
volvement in Vietnam at a time when
most college campuses advocated
troop withdrawal.
The retired general will be on
campus all day on Oct. 23, lecturing
to political science classes and in the
Honors Center.
Kimberly Mattison, a
Program, tests .01 over the legal
Mond Oct. 22, 1979
in Hilltop's Drinking and Thinking
drinking limit on State Police Breath Analyzer.
[photo by Jason Centrellal
participant
Drink and think program
provides a 'sobering' test
by Steve McGrath
Staff writer
Six Hilltop residents had six tests each
Friday afternoon. And to get through the
tests, they had to have a drink before each
one.
It was okay to drink for these tests
though—they were sobriety tests put on by
the Maine State Police and part of the
Hilltop Complex's "Drinking and Think:ng
program.
Steven Joy, Hilltop complex coordinator,
said the program was designed to make
students aware of the effects of alcohol on
the body and the legal ramifications ofdrinking and driving.
Joy received funding for the program
through Residential Life as an "education-
al program." Two students from each of
the three complexes. Kirk Soderberg,
Dorothy Hannan. Susan Harman, Randall
Porter, Kimberly Mattison. and Carroll
York, Jr., were selected for the publicdemonstration.
Each was asked to drink either a two oz.
cocktail or a 12 oz. beer and then
participate in tests, films and discussions.
State Trooper Roland W. Foss operated the
breathalizer, which measured the alcohol
content in the blood.
Jonathon Smith. a Student Legal Ser-
vices paralegal, explained to the group theimportance of taking the test. Smith said
refusal to take the blood and breath tests
causes suspension of the driver's licensefor three months.
Smith also estimated that the cost to a
driver who is convicted of OUI for the first
time runs about $1,000 when you include
fines, lawyer's fees, bail and insurance
costs.
"We do not have much success beating
OUI's. It's treated very seriously in this
state," he said.
Randy Porter, who never reached the .1
percent needed to be classified legallyintoxicated, said he learned a lot from the
afternoon. Porter, who after his 6th drink
reached a .07 percent alcohol content on
the breathalizer, said it was the change inhis sight he noticed the most.
"I lost my depth perception more than
anything else," Porter said. This wouldhave inhibited his driving severely, Porter
said.
He and the other five participants
returned to their dorms and each is
preparing a one-hour program to make
people think when they drink.
Announcement
The Maine Campus will not printTuesday, Oct. 23, and Wednesday,Oct. 24 because of the numbers ofstudents leaving school early for
vacation.
After vacation, our first issue willbe Wednesday, Oct. 31.
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The seats were good for Saturday's home football game. but how do you get up there?One canine contemplates the jump [photo by Dave Adams)
• UMOSG[continued from page 1]
because of the interest of chairman Brown.This is the first time the board oftrustees has wanted to take a look at
student life," Binswanger said. "In thepast the only time interest arose was in a
crisis situation." he said.
BCC Student Government PresidentMike Brooker raised "how the universityhandles alcohol" as a concern that the
committee should study.
"Drinking is a sore subject at BCCBrooker said. "Residential Life andStudent Government have a differentinterpretation of the document regulatingcampus pubs," he complained.
Randy Pickle, a UMOSG delegate fromOrono and OCB president, raised theproblems of off-campus housing. Many, he
said, are "high rent slums."
Sandy Bovard, former UMOSC, chairman
and a BCC student, said she was concernedthat the plus-minus grading systemdiscriminates against the average student.
"You can flunk-out with a C minusgrade," she said. "There shouldn't be
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anything wrong with getting C's," "you
shouldn't be thrown out of school for being
average.''
Several students complained about thedifficulty of transfering credits from one
campus to another within the university
system. Binswanger described the problem
as "an embarrassment." But he said thatthe registrars from each campus had met todiscuss a common course numbering
system for the entire university which
would ease the transferability problem.
The proposal had been presented to eachcampus and was "met with a great deal ofdefensiveness" by faculty who felt thattheir particular way of teaching was
unique. Binswanger said.
"(The registrars) are hopeful there willbe more receptivity (to the proposal) from
campus to campus." he said.
In an hour-long meeting of UMOSGdelegates, Pickle said the group talked
about improving the relationship with the
chancellor's office. "We are his advisorybody, as it now stands," Pickle said.
"There has been a breakdown on thecommunication line with the chancellor,"
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Hours cut
to save fuel
The workday for many UMO employees
will end a half hour earlier, starting today.
as another of the university's conservation
measures.
Dr. Henry Hooper. acting vice president
for academic affairs and chairman of
UMO's energy advisory committee, said
that effective Monday working hours will
be from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. with employees
taking only a half hour for lunch.
Principally affected by the new hours
will be those in service and administrative
areas.
According to Hooper. the new hours will
allow the earlier setting back of buildingtemperatures to SO degrees. thus providing
a savings in the use of fuel oil.Temperatures in UMO buildings are nowbeing maintained at 65 degrees during
occupied periods and 50 degrees or lowerduring unoccupied periods.
The new working hours, which are the
same as those put into effect during the
summer months, will not affect class
schedules or such academic areas as thelibrary and the Continuing EducationDivision, Hooper said.
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he said.
Pickle said that attitudes towardUMOSG were a major concern. "Right nowUMOSG credibility is low because theyhaven't really done anything." he said.Pickle was optimistic that UMOSG couldbe effective and said he thought it wouldgain support if it could show that it hadaccomplished something, "even some-thing small," he said.
Pickle said he "got a really goodfeeling" from the meeting "as a whole."
"It seemed to me that the board of trusteeswere a lot more open than I had thoughtthey were," Pickle said.
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Jeff Reine bald, 25. tries out a new helmet for Saturday's game. The defensive back did
resort to the hard plastic model though when it came time for action. [photo by Bill
Masonl
Energy 'cheaters' beware
by Barbara Bousquet
Staff writer
Students are going to have to police their
own areas to help UMO meet its rising
energy costs, according to Physical Plant
Director. Alan Lewis.
"In a centrally heated dorm, if someone
wants to cheat on the federal guidelines for
keeping the temperature at 65 degrees
during occupied periods and 50 degrees
during unoccupied areas, all they have to
do is bring in electric heaters, and in York
Village they control their own thermo-
stats," Lewis said.
"We're looking for students to police
their own areas."
In the university's written energy policy
that Lewis outlined at the General Student
Senate meeting last Tuesday, he said,
"we're stating. 'no electric heaters,' and
unless approved by the university they will
be confiscated." He added, "somebody
will be doing spot checks."
Lewis said the measures are needed
because of the increasing cost of no.6
heating oil, which heats all of the hot water
on campus and 90 percent of all buildings.
The cost of the oil has doubled since this
time last year, and Lewis said the energy
surcharge on this semester's tuition bill did
not relieve the problem.
"We're looking for a five percent
reduction in energy through conserva-
tion."
Another conservation measure is to turn
down the hot water thermostats to 105
degrees.
"If we don't have to heat water to 120 or
140 degrees it will save a lot of money.
Twenty-five percent of our oil bill, which is
1,75 million dollars, goes to hot water,"
Lewis said.
Turning the water temperature down
means that "after about 100 showers in a
large dormitory, or if all six people in a
York Village apartment take showers one
after another you're going to run out of hot
water." Lewis said.
"Students are going to have to start
conserving and scheduling."
Peer pressure in the dorms and in Yoe-
Village should help in the conservation
effort, Lewis said, and added, "the Cabins
haven't even used their heat yet."
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Senate bill backfires
by Gail Clough
Staff writer
Two weeks ago, the student senate
passed a resolution providing time at the
beginning of each meeting for student
questions and comments. The resolution
has already run into problems, which will
be one of the focal points of this Tuesday's
meeting.
At the Oct. 9 meeting, the senate passed
a proposal to hold meetings in each of the
university's dining halls to gain greater
student input. This proposal also included
a provision to allow any interested students
to ask questions or voice comments about
senate activities at the beginning of each
meeting.
However, only two students spoke at the
Oct. 16 meeting, according to Student
Senate President Steve Bucherati.
"Things got a little out of hand,"
Bucherati said. Senators were dominating
the floor by voicing their own opinions,
according to Bucherati.
To help solve the problem, the senate
will vote this Tuesday on a proposal,
sponsored by Senator Chet Williams of
Knox Hall. to set aside time exclusively for
student questions and comments, and
senators would not be able to voice their
own opinions at that time.
Also before the senate this Tuesday will
be a proposal by Senator Carl Pease to
establish the Student Employee Services
Board. Pease, a member of the Union of
Student Employees, said the board would
provide a more organized voice for student
employee complaints.
The administration would deal with
student employees more effectively if they
were represented by student government,
Pease said.
Conductor tells strategy
behind music selection
by Susan Day
Staff writer
Ludlow Hallman chooses his music for a
lot of different reasons.
As director of the University Orchestra,
his selections for the group's first concert
tonight include Beethoven's "4th Sym-
phony" and Stravinsky's "Suite from
Pulcinella."
The Beethoven was chosen because
Hallman feels "an affinity to the compos-
er." Most of Hallman's conducting train-
ing occured during his five years in
Salzburg, Austria.
"The symphony (Beethoven's) was also
reasonable with a small group." he said,
pointing out that some of Becthoven's nine
symphonies require larger groups of
players than UMO has.
The group has been practicing since
school began. and will perform them
tonight in Hauck Auditorium. Admission is
free, and the concert is scheduled to begin
at 8:15 p.m.
Nr#
Ludlow Hallman, director of the Univer-
sity Orchestra, puts some finishing touches
on music for tonight's concert in Hauck at
8.15. [photo by Dave Adams]
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Off-campus rides
Hooray for off-campus senator LewStrickland.
At last someone is worrying about thetransportation problems of off-campus
students.
Strickland wants to re-route theBCC-UMO shuttle bus to provide a ridehome for some 1,000 students living inVeazie and Bangor.
What a great idea.
Under the present system, those
students must use the Bus, a citytransportation system, to get to Veazie
and downtown Bangor. The Bus not onlycosts a lot, but it stops running after 6:30p.m.
So, if the off-campus student can't findother transportation home or to eveningevents on campus, too bad.
The blue BCC-UMO bus takes studentsdirectly from the Bangor campus to UMOand back. By law, it cannot stop onNon-university grounds. Students
who live in Old Town, Veazie and Bangorare stranded.
The Bus service of Bangor has tried toaccommodate UMO students. This year, anew "express" bus route has been
Yuletide bucks
Have you got a job over Christmas?You better get one.
Alan Lewis told the student senate
recently that the $10 energy surchargestudents paid this year was a drop in thebucket.
Lewis, Physical Plant director, says UMOis El million short of meeting its risingenergy costs.
Guess who's going to pay thedifference?
You guessed it. In what form?
Maine Campus • Monday, Oct. 22, 1979
[7,
formed which runs directly from Bangor toOrono.
But any off-campus student who relieson the Bus knows you can't always rely onthe bus. Sometimes the express nevershows, forcing students to ride theregularly scheduled Old Townbus—over-crowding it by dangerousnumbers.
Strickland and other sympathesizerswill soon take a proposal to the PublicUtilities Commission. Under thisproposal, the university would pay for there-routing—about $7,000 a year. Themoney would come from commutingstudents. For a few bucks a semester theywill get a commuter pass.
It sounds too good to be true.The student senate has alreadyapproved the proposal. If the PUC agreesto it, the only obstacle will be if thestudents balk at paying the fee.They can't let this one slip through theirfingers. It's the first definite plan foroff
-campus transportation that stands achance.
It's a small price to pay for a worthwhileproject.
T.E.
Perhaps a $50 increase in room andboard for next semester. Fraternity andoff
-campus residents will contribute to theinflationary war on OPEC via highertuition rates down the road.
Lewis is waging an earnest andadmirable war on energy waste at UMO.
But even he acknowledges conservationisn't enough. UMO needs more money.Merry Christmas.
D.W.
ConsUMer beat
Stephen Olver
Eating cake
The General Student Senate is consider-ing a proposal which would raise thestudent activity fee from $25 to $34) petyear. This has caused some controversy inthe Senate and has also brought outstudent reaction. So far, mostly negative.
A lot of students, including myself,scream at the lack of things to do oncampus, but when there's talk of anactivity fee raise, we change our tune.UMO students want to have their cake andeat it too!
Compared to most other schools in NewEngland. our activity fee is very low.Therefore, UMO doesn't provide as manyservices to students as other schools do.A good example is the general unhappi-
ness over the quality of bands that havebeen brought to UMO by the ConcertCommittee. The plain fact is the ConcertCommittee doesn't have enough money tebring bigger name groups to Orono.Currently, their budget is $11000 per year.These days. that doesn't go very far. If we
want better bands, we'll have to pay morefor them.
This same situation applies to many
other activities here at UMO. A little extrafunding could provide some major bene-fits.
The last time the activity fee was raised(from $10 to $12.5o a semester) thequality of services was greatly increased.The service to students by such organiza-tions as MUAB and SLS was clearlyimproved.
If the weekly MUAB movies or free legal
service to students was dropped, students
would speak out, strongly. Now, the
student senate wants to make sure theseprograms 
quality.
continued at an equal orig
But, money is very tight in the student
senate. They need more. Many alterna-tives have been considered and the $2 50
raise 
solution.
semester seems to be the most
fe
Inflation is affecting every aspect of ourdaily lives, and the activity fee is no
exception. $2.50 can't even buy a six-pack
of Budweiser anymore, but it could help toimprove the activities offered on campus. 
Itcomes down to the question of whether
we should sit back and be apathetic or tryto do something. I use many of the servicesthat are provided by student governmnet
and I don't want to lose them. Thisproposal has been criticized, but at least
think about very carefully before making a
it's 
decision.
nionid And it's one students should.ea. 
The discussion over this is far from overHowever, in the end you will have the finalsay. The activity fee can only be raisedafter a referendum vote of the entire
student body. Regardless of the result ofthe vote, students will have made adecision and will have to live with it.
Stephen Olver is a junior journalism majorfrom Hampden. His consumer column
appears here Mondays.
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 letters... 5
UP
ON
YOUR
SOAPBOX
Mad at the world?
Get up and
shout about it!
The Maine Campus welcomes lettersto thectiktor. Please keep them briefand type them double-spaced. Wemay have to edit letters for space,
clarity, taste, style, accuracy pr libel.Send them to us at Suite 7A, LordHall, UMO, Orono, Maine 04469.Please include signature, phone
number and address. Names with-held in special circumstances.
Joseph V. Steele
Student labor
Unions are invariably castigated
as agents of unbridled greed.
Here at UMO, for example,
administrators are fond of explainingto us that it is the berserk craving of
cafeteria lackeys to make more than
a few cents above minimum wage
that it driving up our semesterlybills. (Fat administrative salaries, of
course, have nothing to do with it.)However, the definitive refutation
to this dubious argument was made67 years ago. in the mill town ofLawrence. Mass.
In 1912. half Lawrence's popula-
tion worked in the textile mills.
The work force was made up of
almost every conceivable ethnic
group. More than a third of the
children who went to work in the
mills were dead before age 25. It
seemed that the best these workers
could do was resign themselves to
the endless round of beans, bread,
molasses, low wages and an early
grave.
Yet when pay was cut and
machines speeded up in response to
a law shortening the work week from
56 to 54 hours, Lawrence's mill
hands went out on strike.
Opinion was unanimous among
the better classes that the strikers
should be shot.
When, in fact, a woman was
killed. the IWW organizers (three
miles away at the time of the
shooting) were arrested as accessor-
ies. (If there hadn't been a strike.
you see, she wouldn't have been
killed.)
Yet the workers stayed on strike
for 10 weeks of a bitter New England
winter.
Perhaps no one but a Wobbly
organizer would have believed that
the masses of poorly educated,
poorly disciplined workers, so
divided by language and ethnic
differences, would have been so
competent to take matters into their
own hands.
But they organized a system of
strike committees that remained
functioning as member after mem-
ber was carted off to jail. They
organized soup kitchens and free
medical help. They organized the
first mass, non-violent picketing
New England had ever seen.
• They organized a mass exodus of
their children to stay with sympathe-
tic families in New York. And they
won the strike.
Boston's upper crust. Cambridge
Ivy-League intellectuals, were per-
plexed as to the spirit, the vision.
that motivated this rabble.
The banners carried by the little
mill girls through the streets of
Law:ence explained it best.
"Hearts starve as well as bodies,"
ehy said. "Give us bread, and roses
too."
UMO workers know the feeling.
Joseph V. Steele is a student
employee from Dexter. His labor
column appears here Mondays.
We're psyched
To the Editor:
This is in response to Lynn Wardwell's
editorial in the Oct. 16 Maine Campus.
I took this as a personal insult to our cluband organization. We are not a worthlessclub but like Dawn Huston said, we are areally good club representing the Univer-sity of Maine to the best of our ability.
If you knew the facts you would find we
do have a big representation of the
campus. There are about 45 members in
our club, and it is open to anyone with or
without experience.
Getting back to Carl Pease, what do you
mean nobody listened to his idea?
Everyone listened, except we go by the
majority vote, and the majority of the
student senate did not want his "worth-less" proposal.
Lynn, how can you set priorities? Do
they go by your standards, or mine? My
priorities are sports and yours are not, so
either way somebody will get ccrevved. By
the way people always like winners,
especially since we are really psyched to
play—and Lynn—come to our games and
you will see what we mean.
Thank you,
Kevin Cullenberg
UMO RUGBY CLUB
Commentary
Rugby is worthwhile
To the Editor:
In response to Ms. Wardwell's editorialin the Oct. 16 Campus, we would like topoint out a few things.
First of all, we, as members of the Rugby
Club would like to know why we were
singled out from the four clubs that 
 
funded to use as an example.
Second, we do not appreciate yourinsinuation that the Rugby Club is not a
worthwhile organization.
Another point in your editorial was that
of a lack of campus participation in our
club. As you would know, if you took thetime to find out anything about our club
and any of the other 20 odd competitive
sports clubs on campus, we are open to
anyone. But let's not look at this just fromthe perspective of the Rugby Club. Let'slook at this from the point of view of all the
sports clubs on campus.
There are about 20 competitive sports
clubs ranging from rugby to table tennis,from fencing to the Horseman's club.There are probably even a few we would
not normally think of as competitive that
should be include:J(1. These clubs consist of
more than 600 members from the
university community, representing dormi-
tory. fraternity, and off-campus people.
Apparently, to these 600 people, these
clubs are more important than some of the
concerts and lecturers which are so poorly
attended, yet receive so much funding
every year. We are not condemning thefunding of these very important facets of
campus life, but you see it fit to call us less
worthwhile.
every year these competitive clubs
represent the University of Maine just as
proudly and just as ablely as any varsity
sport on campus. We are as much a part of
this university as any other club or varsity
sport.
It should also be pointed out that as
students here we pay most of what the.Student Government gives back to use
through the activity fee.
A final comment should be directed to
your idea of earning our own money to
support the club. Speaking for the Rugby
Club, we as individuals spend about$100-S150 per year each on the club. Thisincludes uniforms and equipment and the
cost of our away games. Add to this the
cost of gas for the trips, should we lose our
funding and the figure would be out of
sight. It is the same and maybe even more
for all of our clubs.
Obviously your idea ot worthwhile
organizations is different from ours, and
you are entitled to your opinion, but try to
obtain all the facts.
Thank you,
David C. Easton
President. Rugby Club
Matt O'Hagan
Captain. Rugby Club
You confused the facts
To the Editor:
In the Oct. 12 issue, an article entitled
"Few Blacks Presently Employed at
University" reflects confusion on somefacts.
Currently. UMO has two black em-ployees: a librarian assistant and also afaculty member who has just been
appointed Acting Dean of the GraduateSchool. Library assistants are not faculty
members.
I said also that I think women and
minorities are not applying for jobs that
they haven't tended (not intended!) to getin the past.
May I suggest that reporters who wish tointerview me try to see me in person todiscuss their subject, since it is very
difficult, at times, to clarify facts and
viewpoints over the phone?
Sincerely.
JoAnn M. Fritsche
Director of
Equal Employment Opportunity
Edmund S. Muskie
Fuel aid bill will cause deficits
The Senate has approved an
appropriations bill containing morethan $1.4 billion to help needyfamilies pay their fuel bills this
winter.
1 supported the decision, even
though I would have preferred that
the decision by made in a different
way.
The need for an expanded federal
program is abundantly clear. Maine
people and families throughout the
country face the winter months
deeply concerned about the cost of
fuel. The cost of heating oil has risen
above 80 cents a gallon, an increase
of 60 percent in the past year. As a
result, virtually every family in
Maine will feel the shock of this
winter's bills in their budgets. and
the very fabric of our small-state
economy will feel the strain.
For those at the low end of the
economic scale, the heating season
poses what well could be insur-
mountable financial problems in the
absense of a governmental response.
The state of Maine has recognized
the potential human costs of fuel
prices by adopting a supplementary
fuel assistance plan of its .own.
Various proposals are before the
Congress to expand on and improve
the Community Services Administra-
tion's existing fuel assistance plan,
which is an outgrowth of legislation I
sponsored. None of the alternativesis far enough along in the legislative
process to offer the prospect for
effective relief this winter. So we
chose to expand the existing pro-
`...virtually every family
in Maine will feel the
shock of this winter's
bills in their budgets,'
gram, while retaining the flexibility
to use the money for a new program
if one is adopted.
However, before we adopted the
plan. the Senate delayed a final vote
on it for three days. at my request.
Members of the House and Senate
budget committees were involved in
a difficult and complex set of
negotiations aimed at writing a final
budget document for the 1980 fiscal
year. One of the questions not finally
resolved was the appropriate level of
federal spending for fuel assistance.
Until that question was resolved, the
new program adopted by the Senateis a budget buster which would add
nearly a billion dollars to the deficit if
cults are not found elsewhere.
I have often said that no program
should be immune to the discipline
of the budget process if we are ever
to bring federal spending under
control. I felt this program, despite it
value, should be no exception.
By a narrow vote the Senate
agreed to delay a final decision onthe fuel assistance plan in hopes thebudget negotiations could be com-pleted.
The fuel aid program is a good
one. It has my full support. The 1980budget will provide $1.6 billion forthe program. But I am disappointed
that this program came to the Senatefloor at a time when our support forit might be taken as a sign that we
were no longer serious about balanc-ing the budget.
Edmund S. Muskie is a US Senatorfrom Maine. He chairs the SenateBudget Committee.
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Everything that could have gone wrong did
bv Liz Hale
Staff writer
It just wasn't my day.
I had a 10:00 flight. My alarm didn't go
off. Had to run and see professors, go to
the bank and check in at the airport.
Made it with 10 minutes to spare. Satdown and breathed a sign of relief.
"Your attention please. Flight 207 hasbeen delayed in Boston due to bad
weather. We estimate a two-hour delay atleast."
Wonderful.
So I bought a book by my favorite author.They had changed the title. I had read itbefore.
Finally got off the ground. right after a
screaming child had finally gone to sleep.
The engines woke him up and the
symphony began again.
We circled Boston for 30 minutes. By
then I had realized my minor cold had
'After 14 hours of crying
on various shoulders and
being re-routed three
times, I was on my way'
blossomed. My nose was running and I was
out of tissues.
After finally landing. I grabbed myhandful of cocktail napkins and ran off theplane only to find by next flight had been
cancelled.
Thanks for the help
To the Editor:
The Sophomore Eagles would like tothank all those people who contributedtheir valuable time and energy towards
making our recent Beanhole Bean Supper a
success. We could not have sponsored this
annual fund-raising event without the
assistance and patience of many people atResidential Life. Grounds and Services.Student Activities. and Student Affairs.
It would be difficult to name everyoneinvolved, but there are a few people inparticular who were especially helpful and
receptive when we needed them. Special
thanks go to Paul Frey, Orman Fowler. andDave Fielder of Grounds and Services; AlTyler. Dorothy Jones and the entire staff ofStewart Commons; and to Ronnie Goslin,Lance Bickford and Frank Clement ofWells Commons. Also, Mrs. Ann Johnson
and Miss Ethel MacLeod of ResidentialLife as well as Dean William T. Lucy,Gabrielle Brown, and Sharon Dendurent all
Enjoy the word
To the Editor:
Wells Complex is now overflowing wittthe Good Word. This past week nearly fouihundred New Testaments were acceptedby Wells residents. That is about one third
of the complex population. The other twcthirds said they have at least one "athorne.''
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowshipthanks you all for receiving you free Biblesand we all hope you enjoy your piece ofChrist.
Paul S. Savuto
412 Hannibal Hamlin Hall
gave their extra supporivand concern to our
student organization.
It was a pleasure to find that there are so
many capable and obliging people here atUMO, and we greatly appreciated every-
one's help.
Laurie Phillips
President. Sophomore Eagles
421 Hart Hall
Become a member
of our country club
To the Editor:
No! Donald Willard, the joke is on you. Itis people like you, who make people thinkBCC is a joke. Yet, we have to put up withpeople like you. Ignorance is the first sign
of stupidity. And you clearly have passedthe first test.
Mr. Obrey merely stated that life is not
so bad here. As a UMO student who haslived here at BCC, (the Country Club) forthree years i wholeheartedly agree withRick 'Obrey. Life here at BCC is not thatbad. Many of us UMO students have
stayed here at The Club for one reason or
another, mostly to help make it a betterplace.
Yet, you Mr. Willard must accept thefact that you are going to be here till next
semester. Why don't you get off your ass,get rid of your apathy, and put your energyin a direction that might make BCC a betterplace. As a member of the senate here whydon't you help with suggestions. your inputjust might have some results. Bitching is
not the answer, action is!
Mr. Obreyr never said that BCC is Ft.Lauderdale, he did say that BCC is a much,
much better place than people give it creditfor. So. cast off your bitching and help
make BCC a better place to live. Long lastthe Country Club, it truly is!
Sincerely,
Rookie Crowley
119 Ellsworth, BCC
After 1 1/2
 
hours of crying on various
shoulders and being re-routed three times,
I was on my way.
I was on schedule. late schedule, but
there was hope I'd catch the last flight that
was going my way.
I began to feel optomistic. Silly me. The
plane couldn't land and was re-routed to a
nearby airport. They had to taxi me to
'By then I had realized
my minor cold had
blossomed. My nose was
running and I was out
of tissues,'
town. And there went another hour or so.
However, the scenery was lovely. It wasn'tan airport.
Finally, seven hours late, I arrived. Icould have driven in less time.
When I got there, I spent 12 hourswatching a man die. All I could do was
watch, and then turn around and repeat theprocess coming back here. I had spent atotal of 26 hours flying (or not flying)
When I got back, people kept asking mehow my "little vacation" was
It just wasn't my day.
i7 Hale is a Maine Campus staff writer.
Senate actions
Student senators will meet again Tuesday night to hammer out the question of studentopinion at their meetings. A motion to set aside time exclusively for student comment andopinion will be voted on.
Your recipe needs help
To the Editor:
This letter is in regards to the new policecolumn.
Police officer Gerry Scott stated that
"mice exhibited strange and bizarrebehavior" after having their skull capsremoved and the "gray matter" of theirdrain mixed with one half ounce of "killerweed" in a common blender.
To put it in common terms, you, OfficerScott, are a head locust. Do you think thatyou would act in a normal manner if wetook off your skull cap and mixed your graymatter with (hmmm. . .mouse weighs
about three ounces times five mice. . onethirtieth of your weight say four pounds of
"killer weed."
Hell, no! You wouldn't even act normalif we mixed your gray matter with fourpounds of boiled eggs let alone "killer
weed."
Eat my gray matter. Officer Scott,
John Snovk e
Orono
P.S. Maybe you shound stick to writing
about something more realistic like parking
on the Registrar's desk.
S Ini
To the Editor
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Smoke is in your eyes
To the Editor:
My personal congratulations this week
go out to Gerry Scott of the UMO police
force for bias above and beyond the call of
duty in regards to his article entitled
"Killer Weed." As this was his first
column and as he felt the need to be
controversial, Scott dredged up that
age-old question: "is marijuana harmful?"
and then proceeded to display some of the
"unrefutable proof often quoted by law
enforcement officials" (i.e. da cops) that
he feels adequately answers his question in
the affirmative.
At this point, two rather separate tacks
of refutation just beg to be expounded
upon.
The first is a question of credentials. I
can recall, somewhere along the line, being
indoctrinated with the idea that the
policeman's job is to enforce the law. I
cannot, however, recall ever being told that
the job also entailed informing the public
as to the matter of potential health
hazards. Seems to me that this is an area
Commentary 
best left to those with training in the
medicinal and physiological fields and not
to those whose training is limited to first
aid courses.
The second and most important question
seems to be that of validity. And whilst I'll
profess to having a rather perfunctory
knowledge of scientific method and
reasoning, I still find the studies you. Mr.
Scott. quoted (or at least as you related
them) as supporting your position to be
quite lacking in some important aspects. . .
Even discounting all the "evidence" for
your case, you (Mr. Scott) commit your
largest error in reasoning with usage of the
phrase "unrefutable proof." toward the
end of your disertation. To my knowledge
there is no such beast. And, if you think
about it long and hard enough. you'll
realize that there never can be.
No, Mr. Scott, the leaders of NORMI
and the editors of "High Times" havt
suffered no serious setback. If anything
they're probably doubled over in hysterics.
Bill Flack
Estabrooke Hall
Carol Saunders
Love me--all of me!
Glancing down at the floor toNA here my fallen french fry hadlanded. I couldn't help but notice the
massive bulge that hung over mybelt. I suddenly realized that it was
that time of year again.
I guess most college students haveto face the reality of having gained
excess poundage at least once duringthe his academic career. For me, it is
an annual event.
The habit of overeating starts in
September, when the weekend rolls
around and grueling decisions are tobe made such as, "will it be
Kentucky Fried Chicken or Pizza Hut
tonight?" or "do I want a Big Mac ora hot fudge sundae?"
Only when I am guzzling down thebeer and reaching for the Doritosdoes it strike me that it will take atleast ,wØ pounds of Vaseline and a
shoe horn for me even to "slip into
something more comfortable."I realize that the cute, one-piecebathing suit I wore this summer will
resemble an Italian sausage casingon me by spring.
At this point, there is only one
solution—the inevitable diet. Everyyear, I shop around for the right one
to suit my needs, but they all seem to
point to one miserable fact—choco-
late eclairs are out.
In my opinion, there are too many
hazards when dieting. For one thing
it initiates violent behavior in human
beings. A rigid diet can transform an
extreme pacifist into a raging
maniac.
Dieting takes all the fun out of the
joys of cooking. and who can resist
the attractions of a knife and fork?
What ever happened to the good
old days? There was a time when
everybody loved a fat man and
women were pleasingly plump. The
jolly. overweight person was always
the life of the party and was sought
after for a companion or spouse.
For me, being heavy could prove
advantageous to my school work,
after all, isn't it true that elephants
never forget?
Anyway suppose the problem isn't
me. who has grown, rathcr my
clothes that have shrunk.
Maybe someday I will diet.
perhaps starting Monday, but for
right now or until I decide. . .could
you please pass the pretzels?
nd still more letters....
Commentary Nan Anderson
Wake me with a buzz
Yesterday morning I awoke to the
strains of country music blaring from
my new radio alarm clock. Mind you,
I am an avid country music fan—but
hardly at six in the a.m. when
groping for my wits.
I just made the conversion to the
electronic age a few weeks ago. I
must admit, after being weaned on
a clock that simply buzzes, it'sdifficult to adjust to one that sings.
Now I don't love my buzzing clock,
but it does serve a commendable
purpose. It actually wakes me up, or
it did.
My first encounter with the digital
age was a disaster. My radio went off
at five o'clock. one hour before
programmed. The station wasn't on
the air yet, so I suppose you could
say the static woke me up.
The second day was worse. I set
the radio to a beeyootiful station, but
forgot to turn up the volume. . .heh,
heh, heh, and there I was laughing
all the way to work. Late again.
And then yesterday. I was certain
the train that runs by my house had
derailed, by the sound of things.
Fumbling with the clock, I inadver-
tently flipped the switch to the
"alarm mode," at about 75 decibels
(A jackhammer emits approximately
90 decibels.)
I'll give this damn thing another
day, but if I wake up to anything
other than soothing dentist mucas,
it's goodbye digital age, hello
one-button-convenience-yet-obnox-
ious-alarm clock. Now, about those
wind-up travel clocks. . .
Nan Anderson is a Maine Campus
sta writer.
Are we hypocrites?
To the Editor:
Pope John Paul II's visit to the US seems
Ito have generated some latent conflictbetween Protestants and Catholics, as
witnessed by a recent article and letter in
the Maine Campus. Perhaps it is time togain a little perspective on the situation.
Statements of both Catholics and1Protestants extolling the merits of their'
own and pointing out the corruption of
others' religions are largely irrelevant to
those of us who just don't care. Face it,
eligion is increasingly losing its grip on
the hearts of the people. The pope has
seemingly become a political figure
defending the "Free World" against thedark terror of socialism
-communism. Whatdoes the poor Third World Catholic who
sees his salvation in socialism care what
the pope says then?
As for those of us in the Free World, our
society negates anything religion has to say
to us. In a society built on greed, where can
!there be caring? In a society where the!
"wall of sepal ation" between church and
state has broken down so much that you
can't tell who is a politician and who is a
minister, from whence comes spiritual
belief or satisfaction?
Some, namely the Catholics, say Jesus
was God made man. Some, predominant-
ly Protestants, say Jesus was only man.
Who cares? Neither one nor the other
knows what His message was, nor can they
articulate it. When they become sincere
and lead by example, maybe then a few
more of us will take them seriously.
If the mark of religion is its effect on the
masses, then religion in the Free World
has failed. By this criteria, however,
religion in communist countries has
succeeded. Poland is over 90 percent
Catholic, Rumania over 80 percent EasternOrthodox and other communist countries
vary. The point is. though, that these
people practice their religion, and theybelieve what they say. Do we?
Jesus is my crutch
you feel up to questioning Him?
Point five—Dan, the Catholic Church is
open to dialogue. We presently have
dialogue with many Protestant churches,
with groups of priests who wish to see the
celibacy laws relaxed and yes, we even
have dialogue with women who desire
ordination to the priesthood. The reason
John Paul ii ignored the nun in question
was that she said the right thing at the very
wrong time. And. Dan. opening a dialogue
is not the same as bowing to their wishes.
Point six—do you really think that things
will be different a thousand years from
now? After all, the status quo has been
here for the past two thousand years.
Point seven—as for crutches. All man-
kind has his or her crutch. For many it is
drugs (alcohol, pot or even harder drugs).
for some it is various cults that have sprung
up (Jonestown, Moonies. Hari Krishna
etc.). But. Dan, there has only been one
person who ever walked the face of this
earth who dared to say. I am the Way. the
Truth and the Life. There has been many
who have claimed to know a way of have a
piece of the truth or have a little life. As for
crutches, Dan. I would rather lean on Jesus
whom I know can support me and whom
the pope represents. than someone or
something that will collapse under my feet.
I'm not ashamed of it. Jesus is my crutch;
what's yours?
To the Editor:
Please allow me the opportunity to
clarify and or question some of the points
made by Dan Warren in his article entitled,
"Why should we listen to the pope?"
Point one—the reason millions of people
flocked to see John Paul II is very different
from the reasons that anyone, Republican
or Democrat, would go to see the
President. The President is the official
representative of the people of the United
States. The pope, on the other hand, is the
official representative of Jesus Christ. And
Jesus still has more drawing power that
anybody—including the President.
Point two—Dan, your puzzlement is
obvious; so is your ignorance. And
ignorance is a poor base for an article.
Point three—as for double standards,
look again. The pope is committed to the
rights of every person. I refer to basic
inalienable rights possessed by all men.
Birth control is the prevention of life—what
can be a more basic right than life? True,
Dan, the pope wishes for us all to be equal
But to each other, not to Jesus. Until
women can be looked upon as equal to men
in every way shape and form, the
celebration of the Eucharist by a woman
would be just a farce. As for abortion—that
fetus may be a part of the woman's body
but I would like to see just one woman get
pregnant by herself. And, Dan, abortion is
still murder of another person.
Point four—continue to question your
institutions. But it isn't institutions that
delegate faith and morals. The basis for
faith and morals is delegated by God. Do
Paul Farris
16 York Village
Shalom,
Mark D. Morin
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update
Bishop to be executed
tonight in chamber
CARSON CITY, Nev.—Jesse Bishop is
scheduled to die at midnight tonight in the
Nevada gas chamber, after the Nevada
Supreme Court refused Saturday night to
block the execution of the convicted killer.
Bishop has opposed efforts by the
American Civil Liberties Union to appeal
the sentence, saying he would rather die
than go through a prolonged appeals
process. The ACLU had asked the state's
highest court to order a delay of tonight's
scheduled execution until questions about
the constitutionality of Nevada's capital
punishment law are settled.
Bishop's older brother, who asked not to
be identified, said the convicted murderer
wants the courts to "show some guts" and
let him be executed on schedule, or get
ready for a fight. The brother said the
Bishop family would appeal only if the
execution were postponed beyond its
scheduled time.
sJ
Dayan announces
resignation
The Israeli government announced yes-
terday that Foreign Minister Dayan has
submitted his resignation from Prime
Minister Begin's government.
Dayan. who also walked out of yester-
day's Cabinet meeting, said he did not like
the way discussions on Palestine autonomy
were being conducted. He said too little
effort is being put into bringing Palestinian
representatives into the talks.
Begin said he will take over as Foreign
Minister until a replacement is named.
If Dayan's resignation is accepted. it
could be a fatal blow to Begin's already
shaky coalition government.
Parents thought to be
involved in walkouts
BOSTON—Tips received by news media
about sudden walkouts in the Boston
schools recently have led police to believe
that adults may have been involved in
some of the incidents.
Boston Police Superintendent John
Doyle said the department will investigate
whether the walkouts, which sparked
El
incidents of racial violence, were spontan-
eous or organized. The Boston Globe
reports that at least one radio station in
Boston (WEEI) received an anonymous
phone call about a walkout well before it
occurred.
Doyle said the problem will include
another look at last month's stoning of a
school bus carrying black students to South
Boston High School, an incident which is
viewed by officials as the trigger of the
current wave of racial violence in the city.
Chad died
of leukemia
SANTA BARBARA, Cal.—The Mexican
doctor who treated Chad Green said
yesterday the cause of the three-year-old's
death was leukemia.
Dr. Ernesto Contreras, head of the
Tiajuana clinic where Chad was treated
with Laetrile. confirmed Saturday that the
boy died of a leukemia relapse.
Contreras insisted that. in Chad's case,
Laetrile made his death less painful.
Chad died Oct. 12 in Mexico and was
buried Saturday at his birthplace in
Hastings, Nebraska.
Gerald Green, Chad's father, was
treated and released from a hospital
Saturday after he complained of stomach
pains. He collapsed shortly after Chad'
funeral.
Green and his wife, Diana, still face d
legal battle over their efforts to cure their
son with the controversial substance
Laetrile. A contempt-of-court citation was
issued by a Massachusetts judge after they
fled to Mexico last January to seek
treatment for Chad.
Earthquake strikes
off Bali coast
JAKARTA—Indonesian authorities say
an earthquake measuring 5.8 on the
Richter scale rocked Bali and the neighbor-
ing island of Lombok on Saturday, lulling
two people and injuring more than 40.
The 20 second quake was centered about
19 miles off the Bali coast.
The earthquake reportedly opened a
mile-long crevice through the center of one
village on the island of Lombok.
Initial reports said a three-year-old boy
was killed by falling beams as his house
collapsed, and in Denpasar. Bali's capital,
a pregnant woman died in childbirth
during the quake. At least 14 people were
reported injured in that city.
Also, a police spokesman said more than
700 homes, businesses, schools, and
mosques were damaged.
1. We'll Welcome Your Ideas on CMOS—Bipolar Technology
LS1—Schottky—Discrete Devices At State-of-the-Art Level
2. We'll Relocate You to Connecticut!
• Want uncrowded living in wooded, New England rolling hills?
• Want to buy your house, not rent?
• Want four season climate with clean air, ocean, lakes, hunting, fishing, skiing, top league sports, all
New York City resources within easy reach?
Our competitive, aggressive achievement record has made us a top company.
and attracted top people. Enjoy an environment that features
creativity, recognition, promotions from within, career satisfactions.
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• Free Profit-Sharing and Retirement Plans
Complete relocation package will assist you in moving to beautiful Connecticut,
with easy access to New York City and other maior resources
To arrange a convenient interview consult your Placement Officer.
National Semiconductor will be on the
University of Maine
Campus conducting interviews
November 2, 1979
National Semiconductor Corp.
Commerce Park, Danbury, Connecticut 06810 (203) 744-0060
An Equal Opportundy Ernoloyef M F
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update
PUC denounces
monthly fuel charge
AUGUSTA—The Maine Public Utilities
Commission wants to phase
-out the
monthly fuel charge that has been
annoying electric customers.
The charge allows utilities to bill
customers for any cost increase in the fuel
used to generate electricity. It has left
many consumers confused and angry
because they do not find out about
increases in their bill until it arrives in the
mail.
Under a 1978 law, the PUC can set the
fuel rate for a 12-month period.
A citizens group that urges customers to
withhold the surcharge, says the PUC
action will give utilities an incentive to buy
fuel at the cheapest price.
Nurse shortage
in Maine
WATERV1LLE—There is a shortage of
nurses in Maine and elsewhere, and it
appears things could get worse before they
MOM, g 4411.1.4
(CAMPUS)
CRIER)
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Send $1.00 for your 306-page catalog
of collegiate research. 10,250 topics
listed. Box 25097G, Los Angeles,
California, 90025. (213 477-8226).
Addressers Wanted Immediately!
Work at home-no experience neces-
sary excellent pay. Write American
Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite 127,
Dallas, TX, 75231.
get better.
Mid
-Maine Medical Center in Waterville
says it will have 40 openings on the nursing
staff within the next five months. But the
shortage is not due to a lack of effort by
hospitals.
Mid
-Maine employs a full-time nursing
recruiter and other hospitals are offering
bonuses to nurses who make a minimum
one-year commitment. One nursing direc-
tor says that because nursing programs are
so expensive, schools and universities are
phasing them out just when they are
needed.
needed. The situation in Maine is worst in
Northern areas.
100 steelworkers
return to work
SOUTH PORTLAND—More than 100
workers at a steel fabricating plant in South
Portland are going back to work today after
a nine-week strike.
Members of the Teamsters Union at the
Bancroft and Martin plant voted 49-35 to
reject the contract, but union by-laws
require a two-thirds majority, so the
proposal was approved. Union negotiator
Adelard LeCompte called the contract "the
best package the people over there have
ever had."
The pact includes a 95
-cent pay hike over
IAIINNEIMI•1 MEOW t .11111111.( i411111•1.< Pille.I.( 1
CONTACT LENS WEARERS. Save
on brand name hard or soft lei's
supplies. Send for free illustrated
catalog. Contact Lens Supplies, Box
7453, Phoenix, Arizona 85011.
The Levinson Center is a small state
residential facility in Bangor and is
in need of volunteers. Many college
students are vety generous in the
giving of themselves and their time
to these special children. Your
cooperation in helping us to fill our
needs in volunteer help would be
sincerely appreciated by all staff
concerned here at the Center.
...1IL MiMill NEMO( 1.411.4 MIll. 1 , 41=iO4 FIEMP4 )41=1.4 MIIIIIMMNI=Bot )4.111.4 ilM11.1111=1104
LOST-Friday night. Blue L.L. Bean
vest, size L, soft contact lenses in
case in pocket. $20 reward offered if
returned. Call 827-2946.
two years, three weeks' vacation after
ten weeks of employment and an increase
in sick pay.
Land claims may see
court action
WATERVILLE—Attorney General
Richard Cohen said yesterday that if the
Indian Land Claims case is not settled
within six to eight weeks, he will
recommend court action.
Cohen said the eight or ten negotiating
sessions between himself and Indian
negotiators have moved along well and that
the discussions are now focusing on the
"nitty-gritty."
If the case went through a full trial,
Cohen said it could cost the state $I million
in legal fees alone.
Cohen also hinted that he might involve
Massachusetts as a co-defendent, since the
Indians gave up title to the northern
two-thirds of Maine prior to 1820, when
Maine was still part of Massachusetts.
state 9
Air crash report to be
released
OWLS HEAD—Federal investigators
are scheduled to release by the end of the
year their report on the cause of the
Downcast Airlines crash last summer.
The National Transportation Safety
Board is still finishing its review of
evidence from the May 30 crash, which
claimed 17 lives.
A spokesman for the Federal Aviation
Administration said Downeast's failure to
be recertified by the EAA had nothing to
do with the crash. Robert Turner said
Downcast is one of about 800 small
commuter airlines which revised their
training manuals to comply with tougher
new FAA regulations. Turner said he
expects Downeast will be recertified as
soon as its manual is approved.
GENUINE BIRTHSTONES
AND DIAMONDS
Q.... iiruant Six ,ion, 3 nr.
Jewelers of Distinction
FOR FOUR GENERATIONSAt surpris ngly affordable prices! A
personal gift that is worn often. One that
you will be remembered for having given.
vol46 Main St.
Tel. 947-6548
There are easier ways to pay for college.
Conducting telethons, waiting tables or
parking cars may not be the only ways to
help you pay for college. There may be a
scholarship or grant available that you've
overlooked. Or it may be as simple as cutting
back on expenses. Read the next issue of
Insider and find out.
Ford hopes this next issue of Insider will
give you a "better idea" for paying your way
through college. And if you need a set of
wheels to get you around campus, check out
the sporty Fords for the 80's.
Look for Insider— Ford's contimiing series
of Colkst newspaper supplements.
FORD DIVISION
FORD
alb
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X-country places fifth... Volleyball team goes
2 for 3 in tournamentby Jon SimmsStaff writer
Maine's men's cross country team took
fifth at the Yankee Conference Champion-
ship meet this weekend at Amherst, Ma.,
but they were limping without top runners
Myron Whipkey and Billy Pike.
Pike was suffering from a pulled calf
muscle and Whipkey was taking his
Graduate Record Exams, hence neither
one was on hand to help the Bears defend
their third place Yankee Conference
standing from last year. The final scores of
Saturday's meet were as follows: UConn
(41), UNH (46), UMass. (56), UVM (104),
Maine (125), Uri (128), EU (194).
Gary Crossman of UNH was the first
across the line in 30:48 for the ten
kilometer course. Crossan finished more
than 20 seconds in front of second place Pat
O'Neill of UConn. Maine's Peter Brigham
was fourth, recording a 31:27.
The rest of Maine's runners were tightly
grouped. Jon Howland came in 27th,
followed by Brad Brown (28), Gerry
Clapper (32). Alan LaFlamme (33), Jim
Newert (36) and Peter Bottomley (46).
The men take a break next weekend, and
then it's off to the New Englands on
November 3rd at Boston.
...women improve
Out of 30 teams competing in the
women's New England Cross Country
Championships Saturday, Maine finished
17th: hardly spectacular, but both the
results and the competition were markedly
improved from last year. Last year Maine
finished 13th in a field of 14 teams.
Joan Benoit. female winner of this year's
Boston Marathon and a senoir at Bowdoin
College, took first place in a time of 16:46.3
for the five kilometer course. Benoit was a
comfortable 13 seconds in front of second
place Ann Sullivan from Brown University.
Maine's Jo-Ann Choiniere put on one of
her best performances to date, placing
eleventh in 18:10. Choiniere. a UMO
freshman, has proved herself to be one of
the top division II runners in the East and
has an excellent chance of qualifying for
the Nationals to be held in Florida. The
Nationals qualifying meet is in two weeks
at Westchester State College.
UMass ran away with it all, outpacing
strong teams from UVM and UNH, second
and third respectively. Brown University
took fourth, and Dartmouth was fifth.
Scoring points for Maine behind Choin-
iere were Lil Riley (64th). Kathy Kohtala
(106), Coleen Safford (115), and Lynn
Dombek (172).
Next week the women compete in the
Maine State Invitational meet to be held at
Colby.
RESEARCH
CUSTOM WRITING
Students with pries Lit assignments and
short deadlines know thet relief avail-
able they contact us Our research
papers are proven time saying re-
search tools Send for our latest marl-
order catalog — It grves you ready ac-
cess to thousands of guaitty research
papers covering all college sublect
areas Send now and have a virtual li-
brary at your fingertips in a few days
We also provide custom research writ-
ten to your specifications All materials
sold for research assistance only
RESEARCH UNLIMITED. MC.
348 Ridge Road
L yndhurst N 07071
201439-1300
Enclosed is $I 0010 cover postage I
Please rush my catalog
Name
Address
(4y
State Zip
by Dale McCiarrigle
Staff writer
Against their toughest competition of the
season. the UMO Lady Black Bear spikers
won two of their three matches Saturday to
up their record to 14-3.
In their first match, UMO lost to the
University de Moncton 15-4, 15-0. Mona
Lanteigne served seven straight for
Moncton in the first game.
Maine was having trouble returning
serve and setting.
Moncton Coach J.G. Vienneau was
pleased with his team's play. "We only
started three weeks ago, and we've only
been practicing three or four times a week,
so I wasn't expecting much. This is a
weaker caliber of play than we're used to,
but then volleyball lasts through March for
us. where here it's a seasonal sport."
Maine spiked New Hampshire 15-0,
15-13. In the first game. co-captain Karen
Peterson served 10 straight points, and had
some timely spikes and blocks. Cathy Etter
also played well at the net in both games.
Maine then dropped UMPI 11-15, 15-6,
15-11.
In other games, Moncton trounced
UMPI 15-0, 15-6, New Hampshire downed
UMPI 15-5. 18-16, and Moncton defeated
UNH 15-3, 15-10.
Moncton was 3-0 for the tournament,
UMO second at 2-1, UNH, 1-2, and UMPI
0-3.
UMO Coach Janet Anderson said, "I
liked the way we came back after we lost to
Moncton, and how we came back against
UMPI. Maine may take it on the chin now
and then, but you can't ever count us out. I
was impressed with Karen Peterson when
she served ten straight against UNH,
which brought us back. 1 think we needed
that little spark."
Anderson added that setting on the
service return was her team's biggest
problem now. "We have to take care of our
passes on serves from the back row. Many
are just landing on the net and just falling
back."
Another problem is communication.
"Anytime we quit talking to each other,
we're in trouble."
Field hockey drops first game
by Deb Kupa
Staff writer
UMO's field hockey team went down to
their first defeat in state competition
Saturday in a 3-2 battle against Plymouth
College.
The lady Black Bears dominated the first
part of the game with a 1-0 lead at the half,
on a goal by Janet Hoskin.
"The game was a close one," said senior
UMO player Gwyn Bown, "they were
everything we expected them to be."
The last regular season game will be
played today at Bowdoin College.
Booters drop final
home match
by Dale Mc(.iarrigle
Staff writer
In Maine's last home soccer match of the
season, All-American midfielder Joe Mar-
rone had two goals and two assists to lead
Connecticut 6-0 over UMO in a steady
downpour Saturday morning.
UConn, 15th ranked nationally last
week, was in control for much of the game,
with Maine getting occasional counter-
attacks.
UConn took 42 shots-on-goal, while
UMO fired 8. UMO's Mike Davee made 22
saves, and UConn's Jim Renehan stopped
two in preserving his shutout.
Maine plays its last two games on the
road: against Bowdoin Wednesday at
Waterville, and against Vermont Saturday
in Burlington, Vermont.
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PRINTING DIVISION
A Full-Service Printing Operation
With Old-Fashioned Reliability
ENVELOPES 3ROC URES
TYPESETTING SERVICES
C7'J212C_ILlt2CEMEK2IS NEWSPAPERS
signsrLHEADS
SHIPPING TAGS PAoSTrEMUP8SERVICES
Catalogues finuita Lions
Quality Repros
CALL HERMAN WILDE — 667-2576 FOR INFORMATION & ESTIMATES
THE ELLSWORTH AMERICAN PRINTING DIVISION 63 MAIN STREET 0 ELLSWORTH MAINE
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sport
It was a good start, but a bad ending for Black Bears
by Scott Cole
Staff writer
All these years we've thought that the
big, white "M" on the helmets of the Black
Bear football team stood for Maine. Yet
after watching what went down late in the
first half of Saturday's 19-7 loss to
Connecticut, one can't help but wonder if
the "M'• more appropriately stands for
Murphy's Law.
Murphy's Law is a law which states that
whatever can go wrong will go wrong. If
that law doesn't sum up the luck of the
UMO football team, nothing does.
With five seconds left in the first half of
Saturday's Yankee Conference game,
Maine was saddled with a 4th and 14
situation at their own 27 after just having
been slapped with an illegal procedure
penalty. Everybody's favorite intangible-
momentum was in the Bears' corner after
having scored two series earlier and
holding UConn off the scoreboard for
nearly a half. In just five more seconds they
would have been able to trot into the
lockerroom with a surprising touchdown
down lead.
Nine-tenths of the people in the ball park
in that pinning situation were calling for
the Bears to fall on the ball, or run around
with it to kill the clock, or at least try to
punt it out of bounds. Only coach Jack
Bicknell's opinion mattered however, and
he called for a normal punt. That was
precisely when Murphy's Law reared its
ugly head.
Huskie freshman flanker Joe Markus
fielded the punt on his 41 and with smooth
sailing headed up the sideline on the
visitors' side of the field. He then cut back
to the middle, fought off a Maine defender
or two and raced into the end zone. After
Bob Segar added the extra point. Connecti-
cut had shockingly tied the game.
The Huskies had been given a tremen-
dous lift, the Bears had been given quite a
deflation. Connecticut went on to own the
second half enroute to their first win of the
year. What could have gone wrong for
Maine did go wrong.
Jack Bicknell was not second guessing
himself after the game and had reasons to
defend the call he made.
"We had no choice but to punt the
football." the dejected coach would later
say. "It's no good to give it back. They
would have called a time out and kicked a
field goal."
Naturally Bicknell wasn't worried about
a run back when he made the decision. A
coach simply cannot think negatively about
this team like that. "When a punt becomes
a dangerous play you're in trouble,•• he
commented.
The beneficiary of the decision. Con-
necticut coach Walt Nadzak, admitted he
was surprised by the boot but also stated
that it was a good call. Both he and his fine
substitute quarterback Alan Arison had
little doubt as to its effect on the game.
"That was it," Nadzak happily com-
mented after the game," that was the
turning point. We were floundering. We
needed something and we got it."
Arison. who would later tally on a 2 yard
keeper. noted, "You could just tell by
everybody's face in the lockerroom that it
lifted us."
Maine barely did anything in the way of
offensive business in the second half, but
Bicknell blamed that not on a team whose
morale had been shot down, but rather
because his team had such lousy field
position. That was certainly true. If Maine
had been stuck deep in their own territory
much longer. the Postal Service would
have assigned them a zip code.
Time after time, the Black Bear defense
held off UConn around the fifty. The
Huskies would then punt and pin their
hosts. "When you are down that far,
you re limited in the offense you can
generate," the Maine mentor indicated.
Connecticut's offensive generator wasn't
Inexp nsive Automobiles
_ From $199. to $999
RAVEMAN AUTO SALES
22 Alden St., Bangor
Tel. 942-0104 947-0255
Rough housing
Bob Segarv(pronouncedthe same, but not
the one you spin on your turntable) got the
Huskies first points on the half by bombing
home a field goal from 40 yards out with
4.45 left in the third quarter. In the fourth
quarter UConn used a 39 yard option pass
from split end Reggie Eccleston to tight
end Ken Miller to set up a two yard drive
from Arinson. the guests last points came
Jam, when a host of tacklers sacked John
'00 Atir :so .
Maine's defensive line tries to hold back UConn 's Huskies. Matt Slane sacks one player
while Steve Verrnette [88] and Matt Downey [20] help out. [photo by Dave Adams)
running at full capacity in the second half
either, but they did produce enough to win
comfortably.
Tursky for a safety. Tursky was bedeviled
by the Huskies' team mushtng through the
line much of the day. Defensive end Gary
Brooks particularly shown, sacking Tursky
four times—one of them being an awesome
hit.
Way back, before any of the second
guessing started the Bears jumped on the
scoreboard first. Lorenzo Bouier culmin-
ated the 11 play 76 yard march with a 6
yard end sweep.
But of course that pleasantry was before
Mr. Murphy and his cursed law payed an
unwelcome visit.
•
BSEE/Phys./ET/MT
To make a
high angle
that
all about
to tell you about one of the most sophisticated and
rarified yet so/id environments in the entire aerospace
industry. Our representatives will outline our long
history of "science-factual" achievements in inertial
guidance system3, navigation, communications and
airborne computers—and tell you how we can launch
you on the steepest possible career trajectory.
See your Placement Office for a preliminary company
profile and sign up for a one-on-one interview—today.
Kearfott
is coming
on
Monday
and Tuesday,
November 12 and 13
Kearfott
a diviston of The S I NC E R Company
An equal opportunity employer, m/f, who creates opportunities
•-awcarwird....7 .... wrala-,,..
Name: Dawn Huston
Address: 204 Androscoggin Hall
Destination: Merrimack College,
North Andover (Haverhill) Mass.
Date Needed: October break Wed.
tact 24--28.
Name: Dan Pitrovich
Address: 404 Corbett
Phone 0: 581-7400
Destination: Northwestern Massa-
chusetts, preferably the Berkshires
or Southern Vermont
Time: Christmas break (Semester
Name: Jody Lalime break)
Address: 801/2 Pine St. Orono
Tel.: 866-3085
Des.: Providence, RA (Brown
University) Oct. break. Can leave
after 12:00 on Wed, will share
driving and expenses.
Susan O'Connor
437 Dunn (581-7177)
New Hampshire
Oct. 19, 1979
Share expenses, driving
Lin Gould
48 Mill St.
866-4148
Boston-October Break
David Stowe 866-3663
Goind to Colby College Saturday 27th for
Graduate Record Exam
12
PRICE
f--
V-NECK SWEATERS by REVERE.
These iambswool blend swearers are soft, warm, and
machine washable. Choose from a .,anetv of fall shades
Sizes S to XL Compare at $16. $ 8
PLAID SPORT SHIRTS
presbgrous braid al asraor, right shrts in sizes S to Xi_
Our collection even includes some comfortable flannels
They are $20 to $25 elsewhere $ 1 0
WOOL-BLEND DRESS SLACKS
These slacks, from famous makers have the desired
styling that is too good to be missed Values from $28 to
$37.50. $14
BANGOR, The Maine Square
Shopping Center, Hogan Road
across from the Bangor Mall
10-9 Mon-Fri, 10-6 Sat.
Cary Grant and Ingrid
Bergman star in this
classic of WWII intrigue
One of Hitchcock's
finest as love finds a
way as a Federal agent
uncovers a Nazi spy
ring in Brazil
Shown at 9 pm
A haunting and chilling
romantic mystery based
on the novel by Daphne
dulVlaur ier Starring
Laurence Olivier and
Joan Fontaine.
Shown at 7 pm
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UMO CONCERT COMMITTEE
invites you
to spend an evening with
Yra•
ift
a lit I Street3Ctni
FRIDAY, NOV. 2 8pm
memorial gym
tickets on sale in Union and
Deorsey's, downtown
Concert Committee/ MUAB, a board of student government
rwr P, W.0 1We' i-M3(7)C1L-DiC3 OlUOrl M3 -- k1,-ADZID
Going Your Way
Maine Campus Ride Board
Name Heidi Holland
Address 309 Kennebec
Destination:
Connecticut: Hartford or New Haven
area
and/or Rhode Island, U.R.I. Christ-
mas break
Date needed: Thanksgiving and Oct.
Name: Lori Jennings
Address: 101 Penobscot
Phone: 7083
Destination: Ride for two (2) to
Hartford, Ct. area for October
break (return also).
Mark DiGiovanni
120 Knox
581-7189
Destination: Boston (Belmont) on Oct. 24
at 12 noon or after. Will share expenses.
D. Robards
581-7381
Burlington, VT.
Wed., Oct. 24
John Kaczowka
117 Knox Hall
581-7189
Destination: Prov. R.I.
Oct. 24
anytime after 2 p.m.
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